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The legal status of negotiating bank is a question in dispute all the time. 
And there is no definite provision in UCP500 and Chinese current laws and 
decrees. But the negotiating bank always face many risks in the course of 
negotiation, such as issuing bank’s refusal of payment, the recourse right to 
beneficiary of L/C not being realized and so on. So the research of negotiating 
bank’s legal status is very important to make the relations between the 
negotiating bank and other parties concerned clear and to recognize the rights 
and obligations of negotiating bank. At the same time, it will be convenient for 
negotiating bank’s finding a favorable point in a suit case concerned and will 
do better to maintain the legitimate interests. The legal status of negotiating 
bank should be divided into two aspects .One is the relation between 
negotiating bank and issuing bank, the other is the relation between 
negotiating bank and beneficiary of L/C. There is no much controversy on the 
latter aspect, so the stress of this essay is the research on the relation between 
negotiating bank and issuing bank.  
The essay consists of three parts: preface, body and conclusion. The body 
part includes four chapters: 
Chapter One summarizes the negotiation L/C by stating its’ definition and 
character, listing the rights and obligations of parties concerned and 
differentiating negotiating bank and bank of outward documentary bill. 
Chapter Two does the research on the legal relation between negotiating 
bank and issuing bank. There are about four views on the relation between 
negotiating bank and issuing bank, such as agency relation, contract relation, 
agency or contract relation and agency or bill relation. This chapter criticizes 














between negotiating bank and issuing bank is commission contract relation 
without authority of agency. 
Chapter Three analyzes the relation between negotiating bank and 
beneficiary of L/C focusing on the problem of recourse right. Firstly, this 
chapter summarizes the relation between negotiating bank and beneficiary of 
L/C which is documents-buying contract relation. And then discusses the 
problem of the negotiating bank’s recourse right to the beneficiary of L/C 
under two circumstances which are negotiating with bill of exchange and 
negotiating without bill of exchange. 
Chapter Four analyzes a case about an issuing bank’s paying liability 
which named NanJing Branch of Chinese Agriculture Bank according to the 
theory put forward by author. And concludes that the issuing bank must pay 
for the negotiating bank which is eligible and compensate for its’ damages. 
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前  言 





































第一章  议付信用证概述 
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第二节  议付行 
一、议付行定义 
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第三节  议付信用证下当事人的权利义务关系 
一、议付行的权利与义务 
（一）议付行的权利 
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